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Abstract
Low solidity diffuser in centrifugal compressors can achieve both high efficiency and wide operating ranges which
is of great importance for turbocharger compressor. Low solidity is achieved by using a low chord to pitch ratio.
In this work, a CFD simulation is carried out to examine the effect of solidity on airflow field of a turbocharger
centrifugal compressor which consists of a simple-splitter impeller and a vaned diffuser. By changing the number
of diffuser vanes while keeping the number of impeller blades constant, the solidity value of the diffuser is varied.
The characteristics of the compressor are evaluated for 6, 8, 10 and 12 stator vanes which correspond to solidity
of: 0.78, 1.04, 1.29 and 1.55, respectively. The spatial distribution of the pressure, velocity and turbulent kinetic
energy show that the diffuser solidity has significant effect on flow field and compressor performance map. The
compressor with a 6 vanes diffuser has higher efficiency and operates at a wider range of flow rate relative to that
obtained with larger vans number. However a non-uniform flow at the compressor exit was observed with relatively
high turbulent kinetic energy.
c 2016 University of West Bohemia. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
To meet the future engine emission legislations and efficiently use the fuel, automotive industries
embarked on downsizing the engine while comprising a turbocharger to be able to deliver high
power when necessary. However designing a turbocharger to meet the engine requirements is
a challenging task. The turbocharger must not only meet the largest possible range of engine
operating speed but also must have high posting pressure and efficiency, with less space and
lower weight to be able have a competitive market. The three key components determining the
behavior of the compressor stage are the rotor, the diffuser and the volute. The rotor serves as
energy transmitter from the rotating shaft to the medium air being compressed. Rotor design
has reached a level from which no much further improvements may be possible. Nevertheless,
diffuser optimization offers significant prospects with less effort.
The diffuser has to convert much of the kinetic energy into pressure energy with minimum
flow losses. Two types of diffuser are commonly used; vaneless and vaned diffusers. The vaneless
diffuser is simple in design and cheaper and provides a wide range of operation however; it has
lower efficiency due to its complex flow conditions and high turbulence. On the other hand,
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vaned diffuser guides the flow in the radial direction and the flow velocity can be further reduced
relative to the vanelss diffuser and therefore higher efficiency and more compact geometry can
be achieved. However the efficiency can drop significantly if the flow rate increases due to the
large attack angle and consequently more losses. In this context, different numerical simulations
and experimental measurements have been carried out to understand the physical phenomena
related to the internal flow through the turbocharger compressor. Many researches have been
undertaken to study the flow interaction between impeller and diffuser so far [15]. It is found
from the literature that the study of the diffuser solidity effect on the performance of the
turbocharger centrifugal compressor by varying the number of diffuser vanes has not been
the focus of attention. Previous experimental study showed that the pinched diffuser and the
modification of the volute tongue location affect the compressor efficiency and pressure lines
at high speed [19]. Furthermore, two numerical studies have shown that the vaneless and open
angle diffuser result in a wider stable operating range and higher efficiency [15]. The study of
the air flow through the turbocharger compressor with dual volute design revealed that the dual
volute design could separate the compressor into two regions that can be treated separately. The
investigation confirmed that the dual volute design extends the stable operating range comparing
with the single volute design [14]. The impeller-diffuser interaction in a centrifugal compressor
has been studied by generating four different types of diffuser configurations, by varying the
radial gap between the impeller and diffuser. It is shown that the dependence of the compressor
stage efficiency is well correlated to such interaction [3].
Numerical studies can provide reliable results to predict the performance of two different
volutes with the same impeller as good agreement with the experimental measurements in
volutes, at least at moderate mass flow rates was proved [25]. It is well known that the turbulence
and flow field studies, play major roles in the pressure variation through the compressor, in this
subject, detailed flow measurements at inlet plane of a centrifugal compressor with a vaneless
diffuser showed that four regions of high shear can be identified within the flow: within the blade
wake, between the passage wake and jet, within the thickened hub boundary layer and between
the blade wake secondary flow passage vortex [22]. This study confirmed also that each of these
regions is associated with high turbulent kinetic energy, TKE. A comparison of turbulent models
in CFD analysis of radial turbo machines when using FLUENT software, confirmed that the
standard k-ε and RNG k-ε models are superior turbulence methods [1]. It can be observed from
most of numerical studies that the number of diffuser vanes can affect the system performance
as well as the flow field and turbulence in the turbocharger centrifugal compressor.
In order to analyze the effect of diffuser vanes number on the compressor performance, in
this study four types of diffuser are investigated with the same impeller and volute, they only
differ in their vanes number: 6, 8, 10 and 12. For this purpose, the commercial CFD software
FLUENT is employed considering a steady state condition, for simulating the three-dimensional
turbulent air flow through the full stage of a centrifugal compressor, used in a turbocharger of
automobile diesel engine, It is found from the analysis that the diffuser solidity presents a
considerable effect not only on the fluid flow and turbulence characteristics, but also on the
performances and operating range of the turbocharger compressor.
2. The compressor geometry and operating conditions
The compressor impeller and diffuser CAD geometry has been constructed using GAMBIT
software which is part of ANSYS [9]. The various components of the compressor are constructed
individually and then assembled. A sketch of the main geometry of the compressor parts and
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rotor angles are shown in Fig. 1. The compressor has a shrouded impeller that comprises 7 full
blades and 7 splitter blades. The simulation was carried out for various diffuser solidity q given
by (1) which is defined as the ratio between the blade chord c and the blade pitch t, where Zb is
the blades number, see Fig. 1:
c
q= ,
t

t = 2πrm /Zb,

rm = (ri + ro )/2.

(1)

The solidity was varied by changing the diffuser blade (vane) numbers. Four diffusers have been
constructed with 6, 8, 10 and 12 airfoil vanes as shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding solidity is
0.78, 1.04, 1.29 and 1.55, respectively. The volute has a non-symmetrical cross section beginning
from 0◦ and ending at 360◦ (when a tongue is located) with a conical discharge pipe that can
be connected to engine intake manifold. The main dimensions are listed in Table 1. The flow
simulation was examined at different impeller speeds 60, 80 and 100 krpm. The compressor
mass flow rate was identified by varying outlet pressure.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the centrifugal compressor stage geometry

Fig. 2. Geometry model of vaned and vanless diffuser turbocharger compressor
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Table 1. Geometrical dimensions of the compressor stage designed with GAMBIT software, see Fig. 1
for nomenclature

Description
Symbol Number/Dimension
Number of full impeller blades
Z
7
Number of splitter impeller blades
zs
7
Impeller outlet diameter (m)
D1
0.08
Diffuser outlet diameter (m)
D2
0.126
Impeller outlet vane height (m)
b
0.004 5
Inlet shroud diameter (m)
Ds1
0.068
Inlet hub diameter (m)
Dh1
0.018
Impeller axial length (m)
L
0.026
Inlet mean line blade angle
β1
50◦
Outlet blade angle
β2
30◦

3. Mathematical model
3.1. Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations
The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations describe the statistic average component of turbulent flows; the instantaneous turbulent field is conventionally decomposed into an
average component and a fluctuating component of zero average. For a steady state compressible flow, these equations are more specifically denoted as Favre averaged NS equations and
presented in the following form:
3.1.1. Continuity equation
∂
(ρui ) = 0.
∂xi

(2)

3.1.2. Momentum equation
 

∂P
∂
2 ∂um
∂ui ∂uj
∂
(ρui uj ) = −
+
+
− δij
μ
+
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xm
 

 

2
∂ui ∂uj
∂
∂um
μt
−
δij ,
ρk + μt
+
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
3
∂xm

(3)

where ρ represents the density (kg m−3 ), u the velocity (m s−1 ), P the pressure (Pa), k the
turbulence kinetic energy (m2 s−2 ), μ the laminar viscosity (kg m−1 s−1 ), and μt the turbulent
viscosity (kg m−1 s−1 ). The subscripts i, j and m represent the directions x, y, and z. The symbol
δij is the Kronecker delta, it is 1 when i = j, otherwise it is 0.
3.2. Energy equation
∂
∂
[ui(ρE + P )] =
∂xi
∂xj



∂T
+ ui(τij )ef f ,
κef f
∂xj
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where E is the total energy (m2 s−2 ), and κef f is the effective thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1 ).
These quantities from the following equations:
P
u2
E = h− + ,
ρ
2
 T
cP dT, Tref = 288.15 K,
h=

(5)
(6)

Tref

κef f = κ +

cp μ t
,
Prt

(7)

where κ is the thermal conductivity of air (W m−1 K−1 ), and cp is the specific heat capacity of
air (J kg−1 K−1 ). A constant value of 0.85 is used for the turbulent Prandtl number P rt . The last
term in (4) involves (τij )ef f which is the viscous stress tensor (kg m−1 s−2 ) and it is defined as


∂ui ∂uj
2 ∂um
+
− δij
.
(8)
(τij )ef f = (μ + μt )
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xm
3.3. Ideal gas equation
The density variation in compressible flow was determined by the ideal gas equation:
P
= RT,
ρ

(9)

R is the gas constant (J kg−1 K−1 ) of air, and T is the temperature (K).
3.4. k-ε turbulence model
The conservation equations for the TKE k (m2 s−2 ) and its rate of dissipation ε (m2 s−3 ) are
calculated using k-ε standard model. These two quantities are used to calculate the effect of
the turbulence fluctuation components on the averaged conservation equations. The standard
k-ε model is simple and proves to be stable in predicting flow in turbocharger compressor [9].
Although k-ε model has been used in most of the simulations, the results using RNG k-ε and
k-ω models have also been examined. The standard two-equation k-ε turbulence equations are
shown below:



∂
∂
μt ∂k
(ρkui ) =
(10)
μ+
+ Gk − ρε − YM ,
∂xi
∂xj
σk ∂xj



∂
ε2
μt ∂ε
ε
∂
(11)
(ρεui ) =
μ+
+ C1ε Gk − C2ε ρ ,
∂xi
∂xj
σε ∂xj
k
k
where σk and σε are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε, and constant values of 1.0 and 1.3
are used, respectively. Gk (kg m−1 s−3 ) represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy
due to the mean velocity gradients, and YM (kg m−1 s−3 ) is the contribution of the fluctuating
dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate. They are calculated as

 

 
∂ui ∂uj
2
∂uj
∂um
−
δij
ρk + μt
,
(12)
GK = μ t
+
∂xj
∂ui
3
∂xm
∂xi
cP
k
and γ = ,
(13)
YM = 2ρε
γRT
cv
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YM is the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation to the dissipation rate (kg m−1 s−3 ), γ is the
specific heat ratio and μt is calculated as:
μ t = ρ Cμ

k2
,
ε

(14)

where σk and σε are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε, and constant values of 1.0 and
1.3 are used, respectively. The values of the model constants C1ε , C2ε and Cμ are 1.44, 1.92 and
0.09, respectively.
4. Numerical simulation
4.1. Model assumptions and settings
The high complexity of the flow in the rotating impeller makes the CFD modeling difficult. Only
steady state flow is investigated and accordingly three-dimensional Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes equation was discretized using the finite volume method, with the common algorithm in
most commercial finite volume codes (pressure based implicit solver). The coupling velocitypressure correction is treated with SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Pressure Linked Equation) algorithm.
The momentum and energy equations are solved using first order scheme, while the KE and
dissipation rate equations are solved using the power low differencing scheme (PLDS). The
fluid (air) was assumed to be compressible and treated as an ideal gas. To be able to have a stable
solution and to avoid numerical divergence, the under relaxation factor for the pressure is taken
0.2 while a value of 0.5 is taken for the momentum, energy, and turbulence k-ε model equations.
The convergence is realized when the residual for all the governing equations reaches a value of
10−4. The maximum number of iterations was reached when the outlet mass flow rate remains
constant.
4.2. Boundary conditions
The meshed fluid domain has only one flow inlet (the compressor inlet) and one flow outlet
(the volute exit). For the flow inlet, the pressure inlet boundary condition with atmospheric
pressure (101 325 Pa) is taken as total pressure for the compressor entry, the total temperature
is taken as the ambient (288 K), the default values of inlet TKE and its dissipation rate are
taken 1.21 m2 s−2 and 1.82 m2 s−3 , respectively. At the volute exit, the pressure outlet boundary
condition is used with a prescribed static pressure (this value is determined by the engine
operating conditions, it must be above the atmospheric pressure), the actual total temperature at
the outlet is calculated or prescribed by the numerical simulation. At both the inlet and outlet, the
default values of turbulent intensity and viscosity ratio are taken for the back-flow condition [15],
which corresponds to the occurrence of reversed flow at the same grid cell faces of the outlet
cross-section. Since for all the operating ranges no apparent reversed flow is observed when the
simulation is converged.
4.3. Rotating region
A Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) has been used to simulate the compressor flow. The flow
domain has been divided into two regions, the rotating and fixed regions. The rotating region
includes the impeller blades and the fluid that is surrounded by the impeller inlet surface, outlet
surface, and a surface parallel to the shroud surface and located on the impeller blade surfaces
parallel to the shroud surface. The rotating region is assigned to a rotating reference frame that
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is rotating relative to the fixed reference with a speed equal to the impeller speed. The flow in
each cell within the rotating region is solved using the moving reference frame equations. At
the interfaces between the regions, a rotating reference frame transformation is performed to
enable flow variables in one the rotating region to be used to calculate fluxes at the boundary of
the fixed region.
4.4. Grid generation
Given the complexity of the compressor geometry, the full computational domain is meshed
with tetrahedral grid cells, the clearance gap between the impeller and the diffuser is taken into
consideration when meshing the impeller volume, near the impeller blade and diffuser vane
walls. The mesh is refined as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Computational mesh of the vaned diffuser centrifugal compressor full sage

4.5. Independence grid-solution
In order to obtain a satisfactory solution, a grid independence study was carried out by comparing
the radial distribution of the static pressure at half distance of the diffuser channel using five
different grid sizes. The study was made for the lowest vane number (6 vanes) which contains
the lowest grid cell number. As shown in Fig. 4, the trend of the static pressure with the radial
distance is similar but with significant difference in magnitude for the case of 131 859 grid cells.
To achieve reasonable accuracy with minimum computation time a grid of 252 192 grid cells
has been used throughout all the simulations.

Fig. 4. Test of grid-solution independence
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4.6. Turbulence model choice
In Fig. 5(a)–(b), the comparison of three RANS turbulence models k-ε, RNG k-ε and k-ω is
carried out to predict static and total pressure for the selected compressor, and it turned out
that no major difference is seen between the three models with respect to their predictions of
pressure. Except a slight deviation which is noticed after the diffuser where RNG k-ε and k-ω
are seem closer than k-ε model. For this reason, the rest of results are performed using k-ε
model taking into account its easy convergence and fast computing.

(a) static pressure

(b) total pressure

Fig. 5. Static and total pressure predicted with three RANS models

4.7. CFD model validation
Before obtaining and discussing the results, it was necessary to validate the CFD model based on
the experimental data available in the literature; the pressure ratio comparison study is shown in
the Fig. 6a. The CFD calculations are compared with CFD results obtained by S. N. Danish [8]
and experimentally tested turbocharger J90S-2 [13]. It can be seen that difference between our
CFD and experimental results is less than 5 %, and this deviation may be explained by the fact
that our CFD simulation does not match exactly include all dimensions as some dimensions
of the tested compressor were missing and not available in open literature. That is why the
calculated mass flow rate with the CFD model at a given outlet pressure is not the same as the
real compressor. Fig. 6b shows same comparison but considering the compressor efficiency.

(a) pressure ratios

(b) efficiencies

Fig. 6. Comparison of performances for vanless diffuser compressor
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The compressor power is calculate by torque times the compressor angular speed. The torque
was calculated by integrating the pressure and shear stress tangential component multiplied by
the radius over all the impeller rotating surfaces. As seen in the figure, there is a significant
difference between CFD results and experimental work. This deviation is more than that obtained
from the comparison carried out for the static pressure case. Similar observations have been
found by other researchers [17, 18]. The deviation can be attributed to many factors including
the accurate geometrical representation for the small dimensions. Both comparisons are made
for a vanless diffuser compressor which considered as a reference case at nominal rotational
speed.
5. Results and discussions
5.1. Comparison of overall performance
The average airflow rates for different compressor pressure ratios are calculated for each of the
four diffusers and are presented in Fig. 7. The stage isentropic efficiency is also calculated and
plotted in Fig. 7. The pressure ratio πc and isentropic efficiency ηc are calculated on the basis of
the total (stagnation) pressures Ptotal and total (stagnation) temperatures Ttotal at both inlet and
outlet of the compressor, using the following relations:
Ptotal, outlet
,
Ptotal, inlet
(πc )0.285 − 1
,
ηc =
τc − 1
Ttotal, outlet
τc =
.
Ttotal, inlet

πc =

(15)
(16)
(17)

The air mass flow rate is corrected using the ambient conditions of temperature and pressure
(288.15 K and 101 325 Pa) as follow:
√
τm
Ttotal,inlet
Ptotal,inlet
Qcorrected =
, πm =
,
(18)
Qreal , τm =
πm
288.15
101 325

(a) pressure ratios

(b) efficiencies

Fig. 7. Comparison of compressor performances for different diffuser vanes number
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where, Qcorrected and Qreal are the corrected and real air mass flow rates, respectively, at the
compressor inlet. Ttotal, inlet and Ptotal,inlet are the total (stagnation) temperature and pressure at
the compressor inlet. It should be noted that the total temperature and pressure are the same as
the reference values (288.15 K and 101 325 Pa); therefore the real and corrected air mass flow
rates are identical for the simulations presented in this work. Fig. 8(a)–(b) shows the pressure
ratio and efficiency versus the mass flow rate for different diffuser vane numbers. The figures
show a significant change in the operating range and values of mass flow rate. Having fewer
stator vanes results in shifting the operating rang of the compressor to higher mass flow rate and
therefore can be more suitable for larger size or higher revolution engines. It is clearly seen that
the significant increase in the peak efficiency value can be achieved by reducing the number of
diffuser vanes. It can also be observed that the peak efficiency is achieved at higher air flow rate
of about 0.46 kg s−1 for the 6-vane diffuser relative to that from 8, 10 and 12 vanes diffuser which
their peak efficiencies occur at about 0.44, 0.43, and 0.42 kg s−1 , respectively. As the number
of vanes is reduced, the angle of diffusion of the airflow in each vane passage becomes larger.
The larger diffusion angle results in more pressure recovery and higher static pressure at the
exit of the diffuser vanes. Nevertheless, flow losses may increase due to poorer flow guidance
relative to that with more vanes stator. In contrary, having the number of vanes increased results
in reduction in the angle of diffusion and hence less static pressure conversion Nevertheless,
less flow losses exists due to better guidance but is offset partially by skin friction losses due to
the larger contact surfaces. Based on Fig. 8(a)–(b), it can be concluded that the pressure gained
due to low number of vanes is exceeding the losses and therefore higher pressure and efficiency
are obtained for the same flow rate. Generally there is always a need to arrive at a trade off with
respect to the number of diffuser vanes considering the fluid guidance and friction effects in the
vane passages [16].
Fig. 8a shows the peak efficiency and range variation versus the number of diffuser vanes. The
figure shows a linear increase in the compressor peak efficiency as the number of vanes decreases
to reach a maximum value of 87 % for a 6-vane diffuser which presents the lowest solidity.
However, this increase is expected to flatten as the numbers of vanes are further decreased due
to flow separation and its associated losses. The figure also shows that the optimum flow rate
which is the flow rate corresponding to the peak efficiency increases with low number of diffuser
vanes. The stable operating range which is a portion of the compressor curve corresponding
to high efficiency points for the 6-vane diffuser is wider in comparison with the three other
diffusers and it reaches almost 34 % more than the 12-vane diffuser as shown in Fig. 8b.

(a) efficiency and optimum mass flow rate

(b) stable operating range

Fig. 8. Effect of diffuser vane number on compressor (a) efficiency and optimum mass flow rate and
(b) stable operating range
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5.2. Fluid flow characteristics
5.2.1. Mean velocities distribution
Analyzing the obtained results, it is shown that the flow leaving the impeller has jets and wakes.
When such a flow enters a large number of diffuser passages, the quality of flow entering the
diffuser vanes varies widely and some of the vanes may experience flow separation leading to
rotating stall and poor performance. To avoid such a possibility, it is safer to provide a smaller
number of diffuser vanes than that on the impeller [22]. As explained in the previous section the
number of vanes in the diffuser has a significant influence on the compressor efficiency and its
range of operation. The variation in flow characteristics is attributed to the reduction in diffusion
angle when the number of vanes increases and therefore affects the flow pattern in the diffuser
area. Fig. 9 shows the stream lines plots mapped on colored velocity magnitude at optimum
design mass flow rate condition for different stator vane number.

Fig. 9. Streamlines plots colored by velocity magnitude at design mass flow

The figure shows a small vortex located between each two consecutive vanes and therefore
more number of smaller vortices can be found when using more number of vanes. On the other
hand, the diffuser with lower number of vanes showed lower number of vortices with slightly
larger size. Although larger vortices contains more energy but it is not necessarily all the energy
are cascaded and converted to turbulence and dissipated before exiting the compressor outlet.
Smaller vortices with smaller length and time scales have more dissipated energy fractions before
exiting the compressor outlet. It is therefore possible to have the compressor flow domain with
larger number of diffuser vanes to dissipate more energy. The reason of shifting the operating
range to higher flow rate for lower vane diffuser can be attribute to the stalling phenomenon
which is associated with the blade passing frequency. Having larger number of vanes on the
diffuser results in an increase in the blade passing frequency. It can also be attributed to the
narrower vane passages of the diffuser in which recirculation on the suction side of the diffuser
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Fig. 10. Contours of meridional velocity at the impeller exit for four diffusers at design flow rate

vanes gets converted into a rotating stall [25]. In Fig. 10 contours of meridional velocity at the
impeller exit for the four diffusers are shown. In this figure, the wake of the blade suction side
near the shroud is clearly observed. The main blade wake is wider than that of splitter, which is
similar to what has been observed in previous studies [21]. The figure shows that the velocity for
lower vane stator has more meridional velocity gradient. The guidance by having more vanes
leads to more uniformity of the flow.
Fig. 11 shows the velocity vectors plot on the meridional plane at design mass flow rate
condition for four diffusers. The figure shows that the maximum velocity occurs at the impeller
exit in agreement with previous studies [21]. Nevertheless, it can be observed that the magnitude
of the velocity at the impeller exit is lower for low number of stator vanes compressor. Moreover,
in all cases a recirculation zones is clearly seen in the rotor near the convex shroud. The convexity
and high curvature of the shroud is responsible for the formation of steep adverse pressure
gradient and the formation of such recirculation flow near the shroud. Similar results have been
observer by other researchers [6]. Having smaller recirculation zone and weakened vortex for
the 6-vane compressor leads to an improvement to the compressor efficiency as also seen in
previous studies [26].

Fig. 11. Velocity vectors plot on the meridional plane (180◦ –360◦ ) at design mass flow rate condition for
four diffusers
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5.2.2. Pressure distribution
Figs. 12 and 13 show the average of the circumferential static pressure at different radius taken
over the iso-surface passing at half of the diffuser channel for the four diffusers. Three zones
can be distinguished; impeller exit, diffuser and volute. At low flow rates, the static and total
pressures were almost the same for the four diffusers. The static pressure increases rapidly as it
exits the impeller and passes through the stator vanes and then slowly increases in the volute.
At higher flow rates, the static pressure trend is significantly different from that for low flow
rate due to the pressure loss particularly at impeller exit and diffuser inlet. The static pressure
recovery in the diffuser vanes and volute occurs at shorter distance in the low number of vane
diffuser while it takes longer distance inside the vanes and volute for larger number of vanes
diffuser. The peak of the static pressure recovery always occurs after exiting the diffuser inside
the volute. The high velocity of air at the diffuser exit for larger number of vanes may lead to
longer vane wakes and therefore the flow has to travel longer distance to pass the vortex region
and have the pressure recovered. After reaching the peak static pressure, the airflow mixing
from all vanes became dominant and therefore a pressure loss occurs in this region. Further
away from the mixing region the flow became more uniform and the volute diversion have more
influence and therefore the static pressure increases while the total pressure is almost constant.

(a) static pressure

(b) total pressure

Fig. 12. Circum-average-radial of (a) static and (b) total pressure at design flow rate condition for four
diffusers

(a) static pressure

(b) total pressure

Fig. 13. Circum-average-radial of (a) static and (b) total pressure at high flow rate condition for four
diffusers
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Fig. 14 shows the static pressure contour plots. It is clearly seen that for diffuser with lower
number of vanes (6 vanes), static pressure at the diffuser exit is larger compared to diffuser with
larger number of vanes (12 vanes) as a result of the larger diffusion angle. Similar to the results
obtained in Fig. 14 the maximum pressure occurs downstream the diffuser vane exit. Since the
lower number of vanes, the passage of the flow is wider and the formed vortex is also small as
seen in Fig. 12, the rest of the through flow in the diffuser vane passage will not be affected
much by the recirculation zone. Nevertheless, diffusion process will be affected due to lower
flow guidance within passage.

Fig. 14. Static pressure contours at design flow rate for four diffusers

5.3. Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
Fig. 15 shows the Pathlines colored by TKE at design flow rate condition for the four diffusers,
where it seems that high levels of TKE occurred not only in the rotor, but also close to the diffuser
vanes. High level of TKE is also apparent at impeller blade inlet, as well as in blade wake and
passage wakes, with slightly lower values. This behavior is in close agreement with [23]. Peak
in TKE was still located to leading edge of diffuser vanes. Levels of kinetic energy were
significantly dissipated in the compressor casing especially at volute outlet.
TKE levels in axial direction are not affected by the diffuser solidity, as shown in Fig. 16a
for the lowest diffuser vane number (6 vanes) that is taken as a low solidity vaned diffuser
(LSVD). In Fig. 16b the highest diffuser vane number (12 vanes) that is taken as a conventional
vaned diffuser (CVD) showed no considerable change. While in radial direction, Figs. 17a
and 17b at the design point and high flow rate conditions, respectively, the TKE magnitudes at
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Fig. 15. Pathlines colored by TKE at design flow rate condition for four diffusers

(a) CVD

(b) LSVD

Fig. 16. Circumference-average-axial of TKE

larger radius for LSVD are higher even though, there is relatively lower average TKE exiting
the diffuser (0.063 mm). On the other hand the diffusers with larger number of vanes have
higher turbulent kinetic at the diffuser exit which dissipates and exits the compressor outlet
with lower TKE. The energy dissipated insider the flow domain results in loss of fluid flow
mechanical energy. The lower exit TKE for higher diffuser vane number is in agreement with
other researchers [3].
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(a) design flow rate condition

(b) high flow rate condition

Fig. 17. Circum-average-radial of TKE at high flow rate condition for four diffusers

6. Conclusions
In this work, a steady state computational fluid dynamics analysis of a shrouded centrifugal
compressor used in turbocharger application is carried out considering four different diffusers
of different solidity by varying their vanes number (6, 8, 10 and 12). Before the analysis is carried
out the numerical results are compared with a previous CFD simulation and an experimental
study to be able to have confidence in the model results. From this study, it can be concluded
that:
1. The flow pattern of a turbocharger centrifugal compressor can be described with the
moving reference frame (MRF) and the 3D RANS turbulence model, and valuable information can also be provided by analyzing the results, which can guide engineers in the
design process.
2. The number of diffuser vanes has significant influence on the compressor performance.
Having lower vanes (6 vanes) results in wider range of operation and shifts that range to
higher flow rate. Moreover, the efficiency was improved.
3. A vortex located between each two consecutive diffuser vanes is generated and its size
decreases as the number of vanes increases. It is found that the small vortices experiences
more dissipation for its energy before exiting the compressor and thus, the flow leaves
the compressor with relatively lower velocity fluctuations and lower TKE. On the other
hand, the effect of larger vortex on the flow for lower number of vaned diffuser continued
leading to non-uniform flow and higher TKE at the exit.
4. Four distinct regions have been identified for the circumferential average static pressure
at different radius starting from the exit of the impeller at high flow rate. These regions
are: the sharp pressure loss which occurs immediately at the impeller exit; the second is
pressure recovery region; the third is a mixing region which is associated with pressure
loss and the fourth is a pressure recovery that occurs in the volute.
5. There is a similarity between the circumferential average TKE and static pressure with
similar four distinct regions except in the final stage where the static pressure increases
while the TKE continue to decrease. Diffuser with large number of vanes results in lower
TKE at the exit and volute.
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6. The main turbulent features are detected by the numerical approach adopted in our study.
The locations of the turbulent fluctuations are palpable and can have implications in
engineering applications. However, the details near the walls need more refinement of the
grid nodes which can have a great effect on the computational costs. Furthermore, another
turbulence approaches should be used to explore this task in future works.
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